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Goodness of Fit Worksheet
Identifying you and your partnerʼs temperament traits
Complete the following form by identifying the level of traits that you feel you have. Also identify the
levels of the traits that your partner has. Have your partner complete his or her own sheet. Then
compare your answers.
Behavioural Traits

Mom

Dad

Activity level: Do you find it hard to sit still or are you
more relaxed?
Adaptability: Do you transition easily from one activity
or way of doing things to another, or is this difficult?
Can you easily go from sleep to wake and back again?
Can you quickly switch from dealing with one person to
dealing with another?
Approach/withdrawal: What is your initial response to
new places, situations or things? Are you outgoing and
confident or quiet and introverted?
Distractibility: How easy is it to distract you from
something? Can you shut the world out and
concentrate deeply or is it easy to get your attention?
Intensity: Are you a “big responder,” letting the whole
world know, loudly and clearly, exactly how you feel?
Or are you more laid back and able to take things in
stride?
Persistence: Do you focus deeply and stick with an
activity or give up easily and move on to something
else?
Positivity/Mood: Are you basically sunny and positive
or worried and tentative?
Regularity: Do you prefer a predictable rhythm to life?
Or do you prefer spontaneity? Or doesnʼt it matter?
Sensitivity level: How much touch, taste, smell, light
and noise does it take to gain your attention? What do
you crave in terms of cuddles, textures, smells, light,
etc.?
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